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Abstract—This paper proposes an approach for database modeling based on MDA, which aims to facilitate the database designer to choose between different conceptual modeling notations to use and automate the entire process, from conceptual modeling to code generation DDL, that will be compatible with ANSI SQL 92/99/2003 standards for implementation different DBMS. A meta-model that contains the characteristics necessary to be adherent to different notations as ER, IDEFIX and Crow’s Foot will be proposed and the transformation of the conceptual model for the DDL code will be made using the MOFM2T language, provided by the OMG.

A tool for the Eclipse development environment was constructed based on the approach; the meta-model was built using EMF and the transformations rules that generate SQL code was implemented in MOFM2T using Acceleo. It was instantiated a conceptual model based in ER notation that represents the factory organization database. After the transformations, we obtained the corresponding DDL code modeling instantiated which can be implemented in a DBMS that is standards compliant with SQL 92/99/2003.

Index Terms—Database modeling, model-driven architecture, model-to-text transformation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A database project is composed by three distinct phases: the conceptual modeling, the logical and physical project [1]. The transition between them, the effective implementation of a database into a Database System Manager (DBSM) is a process that demands time and effort by the modeler.

There are some tools in the database literature that is responsible for the conceptual modeling like DBDesigner for MySQL, Visual DataBase Tool for MS SQL Server and DBExplorer, which is versatile but is not free. However, those tools are directly for a specific DBSM and, in some cases, they use their own or modified modeling language. Those bonds between the tools and the DBSM limit the model development process because the modeler is forced to use the tool's modeling language.

This paper proposes a Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach for database conceptual modeling that provides a set of templates in Model To Text (M2T) to generate ANSI SQL 92/99/03 DDL code. A meta-model that will be able to instantiate the existing database modeling languages will be proposed. A tool for database modeling will be developed using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and the text artifacts generator named Acceleo. This paper is structured as follows: section II describes some basic concepts; section III shows the proposed MDA approach; section IV presents a simplified example of the approach; section V presents some related works and section VI concludes the paper.

II. DATABASE CONCEPTUAL MODELING

This section describes some of the database modeling notations that is adherent to the metamodel proposed, the Model-Driven Architecture, the Eclipse Modeling Framework and the MOF Model to Text Transformation Language.

A. Modeling Notations

The data modeling consists in determine the database structure using a textual or graphical notation for the desired level of abstraction. For the database project there are several techniques used to construct this model. The Entity-Relationship Model (ER) [2] uses a diagrammatic technique with entities and relationship based in three different notations to model the world's information: Network Model, Set Theory [3] and Relational Model [4].

The Crows Foot notation is often used in data modeling process. In this notation the entities are represented by squares containing its name, the relations between them are represented by lines which link each other and the cardinalities are represented by distinct forms located in the ends of the lines, being a filled circle the symbol of that one of entities in the relation has optional participation. Two vertical traits are the symbols of the minimum and maximum limit of the entity participation in a relation with only an element and a unlimited definition for the participation of an element in determinate entity set is represented by a symbol that remember a crow’s foot, containing three lines starting of a vertical line for the other entity being one horizontally straight, one inclined for upper edge of board and the other for bottom edge [5].

The IDEFIX notation is a conceptual modeling notation based in Entity-Relationship model and was used as North American modeling standard by NIST [6]. The entities in this notation are represented by a rectangle containing a horizontal division line being written above of this line the attributes which will be the primary keys of the entity and below it the other attributes which can be used as foreign key if necessary and the foreign key is distinct by the symbol (FK) in the front of the respective attribute and the alternative keys are described by the symbol (AK) in front of it.

The entities can be dependents or independents, in the first case the form that represent this entity has a rounded shape and its primary key is formed by the key of other entity, being an example of this case, the situations that occur the
specialization of a generic entity in specific entities and in the second case the forms that represent the entities has the normal form of rectangle.

The relationships between entities are represented by same lines, by a verb or verb phrase which links one entity to another containing in its ends some formats used for differentiate the cardinality that limits the participation of each element of the entity set in the relation. A filled circle represents the participation of many elements of the entity set near it, a lozenge represents an optional participation in the relation and the absence of symbols represents the participation of an only element [7].

The Min-Max notation refers to way of represent the cardinality used in combination with ER to determine the minimum and maximum of times that the entity participates of the relationship. In this notation the cardinalities are represented by pairs of whole numbers near the representation of the entity that the element belongs. The cardinality which is related to minimum limitation is on the left side of the notation and the cardinality which is related to maximum limitation is on the right such as (1, N), (1, 1) [8].

B. Model-Driven Architecture

The MDA allows the developers to build models of the project without the knowledge of others application models, afterwards combining them to create the application. The use of MDA technique allows that the application are platform independent increasing the project's interoperability and facilitating its maintainability. The Object Management Group (OMG) is the responsible for the standardization of MDA [9].

C. Eclipse Modeling Framework

The EMF is a framework integrated with Eclipse Development Environment, which generates tools based on structured models for code generation. The meta-models are created using the EMF Ecore Tool, which generates a XMI file based on the Ecore constructs. The input tool for the metamodel receives a XML file based on the XMI structure generated earlier. The EMF also includes a text artifact generator using templates based on MOFM2T transformation language[10].

D. MOF Model To Text Transformation Language

The MOF Model To Text (M2T) is an OMG approach to transform models to text artifacts. This work uses the Acceleo tool that was implemented based on M2T and it was projected to allow source code generation from MOF[11].

III. THE MDA APPROACH

This section proposes a MDA approach for database modeling teaching (Fig. 1) that generates ANSI SQL code. A generic metamodel for some existing database modeling languages is proposed and it will work as a Platform Independent Model. Afterwards a set of M2T templates will generate the ANSI SQL 92/99/03 DDL code.

The metamodel was defined observing the existing database modeling languages, e.g. ER, and some constructions from SQL. The first element of the metamodel, the Model, is responsible for the database modeling models that will be instantiated. A model is composed by Database elements.

The Database element is responsible for the database that will be generated by the modeling language. A Database is composed of at least one Entity element to avoid an empty database. The Entity element represents an entity that has some information to be persisted by the database.

An Entity element is composed of Field elements that represent the properties of respective modeled entity. It also has a self-relationship called subGroupOf that is responsible for the specialization construction and a group of Check elements to satisfy the SQL check command. A Field element has relations to Primary Key and Foreign Key elements to be implemented in the physical layer and also has the SQL constraints elements TextLimit, Integrity, DefaultValue and NumericLimit.

The interaction between entities in a database modeling language is represented by their relationships with each other. Thus, a Relationship element was created to satisfy this condition. This element is related with Entity elements to determine whose are in that relationship. A Relationship has a Cardinality, that can be 1:1, 1:N and N:N. For the N:N cardinality, an associative table is generated from the relationship and has Field, Foreign Key and Primary Key elements like an Entity element. The proposed metamodel can be seen in Fig. 2.

After the metamodel was instantiated, a set of Model To Text transformations will be executed to provide ANSI SQL codification. A text document with the SQL code will be generated. The template ModelToText will initiate the transformation process getting all the Database elements into a model element and calling the toDatabase template.

The toDatabase template will call the toEntity and crtAsTbl templates. The toEntity template will receive a set of Entity elements and will transform them into a create table sentence. The crtAsTbl template will create the tables for the associative tables where the cardinality is N:N and the isAssociative attribute is true. The templates modelToText, toEntity and crtAsTbl are shown as follows:

```java
[template public ModelToText(aModel : Model)]
[comment @main/]
[file (aModel.name+'.txt', false, 'UTF-8')]
[toDataBase(aModel.isFormedOf)]
[/file]
```

![Fig. 1. The proposed approach.](image-url)
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Fig. 2. The proposed metamodel

[template public toEntity(aEnt : Set(Entity))]
[for (iEnt : Entity | aEnt)]
create table '"[iEnt.name/]'("[template public toField(aFields : Set(Field))]
[for (iField : Field | aFields)]
[iField.name/][iField.type/]
[if (iField.hasNumericLimit <> null)]
[printNumericLimit(iField.hasNumericLimit)/]
[if (iField.hasTextLimit <> null)]
[prtTextLimit(iField.hasTextLimit)/]
[prtIntegrity(iField.hasIntegrity)/]
[if (iField.hasDefaultValue <> null)]
[prtDefVal(iField.hasDefaultValue)/]
[/if]
[/for]
[/template]
[template public crtAsTbl(aRel : Set(Relationship))]
[for (iRel : Relationship | aRel)]
[if (iRel.isAssociative = true)]
create table '"[iRel.name/]' ("[template public prtTextLimit(aTxt: TextLimit)]
([aTxt.size/])
[/template]
[template]

The toEntity template calls other templates: toField, prtPrimary, prtForeign and prtCheck. The toField template receives a set of Fields elements and will generate a column for each metamodel field. Afterwards the constraints templates printNumericLimit, printTextLimit, printIntegrity and printDefaultValue are called. The templates toField, prtTextLimit, prtIntegrity and prtDefVal are shown as follows:

[template public toField(aFields : Set(Field))]
[for (iField : Field | aFields)]
iField.name/ iField.type/
[iField.hasNumericLimit <> null]
[printNumericLimit(iField.hasNumericLimit)/]
[iField.hasTextLimit <> null]
[prtTextLimit(iField.hasTextLimit)/]
[prtIntegrity(iField.hasIntegrity)/]
[iField.hasDefaultValue <> null]
[prtDefVal(iField.hasDefaultValue)/]
[/if]
[/for]
[/template]
[template public prtTextLimit(aTxt: TextLimit)]
([aTxt.size/])
[/template]
[template]

[template public prtPrimary(aInt : Integrity)]
[iInt.not_null=true][not null/if]
[iInt.unique=true] unique[/if]
[/template]
[template public prtDefVal(aDef : DefaultValue)]
Default '"[aDef.value/]'"[/template]

The prtPri template receives a set of PrimaryKey elements that was modeled to identify uniquely a table's row and
generates the SQL code. The \texttt{prtForeign} template receives a set of \texttt{ForeignKey} elements and generates the foreign key code that references the property's table. The \texttt{printCheck} template generates a validation for a specific column that was previously modeled. The templates \texttt{printPrimary}, \texttt{printForeign} and \texttt{printCheck} are shown as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
[template public prtPri(aPri:Set(PrimaryKey))]
  Primary Key(
    for (iP: PrimaryKey | aPri) separator (','
    iP.isPrimary.name/
  )
[/template]

[template public prtForeign(aF : Set(ForeignKey)
  ,aEnt : Set(Entity))
  for (iFor : ForeignKey | aF) separator (',')
  if (iFor.name <> null)
    Constraint [iFor.name/] Foreign Key
    ([iFor.isForeign.name/]
    printReferences(aEnt)/
  )
  [/for]
[/template]

[template public prtCheck (aChk : Set(Check))
  for (iChk : Check | aChk)
    Constraint [iChk.name/]CHECK([iChk.condition/]
  )
  [/for]
[/template]
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{prtRelationCharacteristics} template will be called to generate the columns of an associative table. This template calls the \texttt{prtFieldsN-N} and \texttt{prtRelFields} to generate the key columns of a table and calls the \texttt{prtRelFields} that verifies if exists any relation's property to be generated.

\begin{verbatim}
[template public prtRelationCharacteristics
  (aEnt : Set(Entity))]
  for (iEnt : Entity | aEnt)
    [printCandidateKeyFieldsN_N(iEnt)/
  )
  [/for]
[/template]

[template public prtFieldsN_N(aEnt : Entity)]
  for (iPri : PrimaryKey | aEnt.hasPrimaryKey)
    [toField(iPri.isPrimary)/
  )
  [/for]
[/template]

[template prtRelFields(aRel : Relationship)]
  [if (aRel.isMapping<>null)]
    [toField(aRel.isMapping)/
  )
  [/if]
[/template]
\end{verbatim}

IV. AN EXAMPLE

The tool was constructed in Eclipse development platform using EMF to create the metamodel that is used in the MDA approach. The Acceleo was used to allow the implementation of transformation rules and generate SQL code in EMF.

The Fig. 3. is an example of an ERM that will be instantiated and after transformed in code by the transformation rules. The entities that will be represented on database are Department, Employee and Project. Accordingly to the example, each element of Employee is associated with an only element of Department by the relation Dept-Emp and can be associated to a lot of elements of Project by the relation Proj-Work and each element of Project is associated an only element of Employee in the relation Proj-Manager.

\begin{figure}[h]
  \centering
  \includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig3.png}
  \caption{An Entity-Relationship Model example [2].}
\end{figure}

The Fig. 4. represents the example model instantiated that was instantiated in the tool. The model is instantiated using a XML document and it is showed by all the elements graphically represented in a hierarchical structure.

After being subjected by transformation rules, the model will generate DDL source code in the ANSI SQL 92/99/03 standards containing the description of the structure of database tables that can be viewed in supported Database Management Systems. The generated SQL codes are shown as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
create table Departament(
  cod_departament int (7) not null unique,
  name varchar (50),
  Primary Key(cod_departament)
);

create table Employee(
  cod_employee int (7) not null unique,
  name varchar (50) not null,
  genero varchar (1) not null Default 'M',
  Primary Key(cod_employee),
  Constraint fk_departament
    Foreign Key (cod_departament)
    References Departament (cod_departament),
  Constraint chk_employee
    CHECK (cod_employee > 0)
);

create table Project(
  cod_project int (7) not null unique,
  name varchar (50) not null,
  genero varchar (1) not null Default 'M',
  Primary Key(cod_employee),
  Constraint fk_departament
    Foreign Key (cod_departament)
    References Departament (cod_departament),
  Constraint chk_employee
    CHECK (cod_employee > 0)
);
\end{verbatim}
create table proj-work(
  cod_employee int(7) not null unique,
  cod_project int(7) not null unique,
  Primary Key(cod_employee,cod_project),
  Constraint fk_employee
Foreign Key (pk_employee)
References Employee (cod_employee),
Constraint fk_project
Foreign Key (pk_project)
References Employee (cod_project)
);

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper focus was to provide the users the possibility of use different notations of conceptual modeling using the MDA approach. In addition, it offers a tool that is more integrated with different Database Management Systems, contributing to the versatility over the development and increase the re-usability of the models.

In future works will be developed a graphical environment for the adherents modeling notations using Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) and also will be incorporated into the tool an information retrieval technology to perceive the requirements of the system and instantiate automatically the metamodel proposed in this paper. Afterwards the graphical model could be self-generated.
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